Summary of Louisville September 2008 NRM Gateway Workshop

Attendees
Bonnie Bryson  Gateway and Recreation Technical Coordinator, CEERD
Ginny Dickerson  Web Developer, CEERD
Lori Brewster  Gateway Working Group Member, CELRL-OP-GR-G
Doug Archer  CELRL-OP-TO
Tim Dunn  CELRN-OP-CEN-R

Summary
Doug Archer continued his work on creating an Operational Safety page. This page was initially started during the Santa Fe workshop in early 2008. Operational Safety is a very broad topic covering all aspects of the NRM Community. This page’s preparation presents a steep challenge to prepare and will provide great benefits to the field once all pertinent information to fully cover the program is captured and posted.

Tim Dunn is a PROSPECT instructor for O&M contracts and has recently become the Subject Matter Expert for the O&M Contracts page. During this workshop Tim reviewed and updated what was already posted on the page, then compiled additional information to further improve the O&M Contract page.

Both Doug and Tim presented their work to the group for critique. Most suggestions made during the presentations were incorporated into the pages, with the remainder added to the pending items list.

Workshop Attendees Action Items

- Submit additional changes/new information in Word or Excel documents to Ginny Dickerson and cc: Bonnie Bryson by 15 October.
Attendees work independently on Gateway page development. From left to right: Tim Dunn, Doug Archer, Ginny Dickerson and Lori Brewster.

Bonnie Bryson confers with Tim Dunn, while other attendees work on their assignments.